This issue, as well as the next one, is dedicated to Rafail Kalmanovich Gordin on the occasion of his seventieth birthday. Perhaps the clearest explanation of Gordin's role in high school maths education in Moscow that the reader can get is offered by the contents of these issues. When, anticipating the anniversary celebrations, we started contacting his former high school students with a suggestion to submit papers to the special issue of AMJ, the number of excellent quality submissions was so high that even after thorough peer review ensuring compliance with the AMJ standards we had enough research papers for two issues! The only thing that was missing was a foreword offering some context. Upon our request, it was provided by Alexander Shen, an expert in theoretical computer science from the University of Montpellier, himself a teacher of mathematics high schools in Moscow for many years, a colleague and a friend of Gordin's. The only thing that remains for us, two of many grateful former students of Gordin, is to join in wishing Rafail Kalmanovich many happy returns of the day.
Vladimir Dotsenko, Mark Spivakovsky
Vladimir Arnold wrote in his recollections of Andrei Kolmogorov …when …I compared him with a mountain climber who made first ascents, contrasting him to Israel Gelfand whose work I compared with the building of highways, both men were offended. '…Why, you don't think I am capable of creating general theories?' said Andrei Nikolaevich. 'Why, you think I can't solve difficult problems?' added Israel Moiseevich.
However, both first ascents and constructions of highways are infrequent enough; without drivers, highways get abandoned, without fans of mountaneering, conquered peaks become mere legends. Most users of maths encounter it in school, and their Rafail Kalmanovich Gordin became a high school teacher against his wishes. During his time as a high school student, he participated in maths olympiads and summer schools; once admitted to a physics and mathematics boarding school of the Novosibirsk State University, he decided to not go there (despite his parents' trying to convince him otherwise) and stayed in his hometown (Novogrudok, Belarus). Following that, he studied at the Mathematics Department of the Belarus State University in Minsk, and graduated from there in 1970.
As was the case with many Jewish students in the Soviet Union at the time, he was not admitted to graduate school, and was directed to the Ministry of Education for allocation (there was a requirement to spend a certain time after graduation at a workplace somewhat randomly allocated by the authorities). As a result, he spent three years as a teacher in an institute of technology in his hometown. After that, he managed to move to Moscow following his wife and tried to find work as a computer programmer. Despite a reference from a prominent mathematician and computer scientist Alexander Kronrod (who knew Gordin through a family acquaintance), it proved to be a hard task.
After a certain time of unsuccessful search, Gordin said that if there was no other choice he would not mind teaching in a high school, perhaps Kronrod could be his reference for that? To Gordin's great surprise, Kronrod said that it was no mean feat, and the first step would be a serious maths exam. However, the exam went well, and Kronrod together with Nikolai Konstantinov (a key figure in the system of mathematics high schools in Moscow) found a job for Gordin, first a part-time gig in High School 179 and then, since 1974 till the present day, a full-time position in High School 57, a placement enjoyed equally by his students and by himself. Books and teaching materials he created over the years, including an online database of plane geometry problems zadachi.mccme.ru, are well known among Russian high school students and their teachers.
Gordin probably would have become a good researcher in maths or a computer programmer, 'but God deemed otherwise', and so he managed to make a difference as a teacher in a mathematics high school. He was lucky to have taught a great number of talented and capable students, and most of them remained grateful to him, both for maths lessons and for (anything but intrusive) lessons of life. When last year his 70th birthday celebration was being prepared, an idea had emerged to prepare, in addition to presents and greetings of all forms, a special issue featuring articles by his former students. As usual, it was impossible to produce it on time, but now this offering from grateful former students and colleagues is finally ready.
Many happy returns of the day! Alexander Shen Havernoe, Gordin byl by xoroxim matematikom ili programmistom -«no Bog sudil inoe», i imenno v kaqestve uqitel matematiki v matematiqeskix klassax emu udalos "make the difference", kak govor t poangli ski. Bolee qem za sorok let raboty emu posqastlivilos uqit mno estvo talantlivyx i prosto sposobnyx xkol nikov, i bol xinstvo iz nix ostalis emu blagodarnymi i za uroki matematiki, i za (soverxenno ne nav zqivye!) uroki izni. Kogda v proxlom godu zaxla req o prazdnovani 70-leti , pomimo raznyx drugix podarkov i poslani , ego uqeniki rexili v kaqestve podgotovit bile ny nomer urnala. Kak obyqno, k bile ne uspelino se qas prinoxenie ot blagodarnyx uqenikov i kolleg raznyx let gotovo.
Mnoga leta! Aleksandr Xen
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